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New editions of the bestselling Revise GCSE Study Guides with a fresh new look and updated content in line with curriculum changes. Revise GCSE contains everything students need to achieve the GCSE grade they want. Each title has been written by a GCSE examiner to help
boost students' learning and focus their revision. Each title provides complete curriculum coverage with clearly marked exam board labels so students can easily adapt the content to fit the course they are studying. Revise GCSE is an ideal course companion throughout a
student's GCSE study and acts as the ultimate Study Guide throughout their revision.
Written by examiners and practising teachers, this work offers study and homework support throughout GCSE. It is useful as a reference source, a lesson back-up and as a revision guide.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 A Level English qualifications. Endorsed for the AQA A/AS Level English Language specifications for first teaching from 2015, this print Student Book is suitable for all abilities, providing stretch
opportunities for the more able and additional scaffolding for those who need it. Helping bridge the gap between GCSE and A Level, the unique three-part structure provides essential knowledge and allows students to develop their skills through a deeper study of key topics,
whilst encouraging independent learning. An enhanced digital version and free Teacher's Resource are also available.
Written by experienced teacher Simon Lemieux, this Student Guide for Politics: -Identifies the key content you need to know with a concise summary of topics examined in the A-level specifications -Enables you to measure your understanding with exam tips and knowledge check
questions, with answers at the end of the guide -Helps you to improve your exam technique with sample answers to exam-style questions -Develops your independent learning skills with content you can use for further study and research
Oxford AQA GCSE History
GCSE English for AQA A
Revise GCSE History
AQA A-level Politics Student Guide 4: Government and Politics of the USA and Comparative Politics
The Essentials of GCSE AQA English
Exam board: AQA; OCR Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First teaching: September 2015 First exams: Summer 2016 (AS); Summer 2017 (A-level) Put your trust in the textbook series that has given thousands of A-level History students deeper knowledge and better grades for over 30
years. Updated to meet the demands of today's A-level specifications, this new generation of Access to History titles includes accurate exam guidance based on examiners' reports, free online activity worksheets and contextual information that underpins students' understanding of the
period. - Develop strong historical knowledge: in-depth analysis of each topic is both authoritative and accessible - Build historical skills and understanding: downloadable activity worksheets can be used independently by students or edited by teachers for classwork and homework Learn, remember and connect important events and people: an introduction to the period, summary diagrams, timelines and links to additional online resources support lessons, revision and coursework - Achieve exam success: practical advice matched to the requirements of your A-level
specification incorporates the lessons learnt from previous exams - Engage with sources, interpretations and the latest historical research: students will evaluate a rich collection of visual and written materials, plus key debates that examine the views of different historians
Create a stimulating, well-paced teaching route through the 2016 GCSE History specification using this tailor-made series that draws on a legacy of market-leading history textbooks and the individual subject specialisms of the author team to inspire student success. - Motivate your
students to deepen their subject knowledge through an engaging and thought-provoking narrative that makes historical concepts accessible and interesting to today's learners - Embed progressive skills development in every lesson with carefully designed Focus Tasks that encourage
students to question, analyse and interpret key topics - Take students' historical understanding to the next level by using a wealth of original contemporary source material to encourage wider reflection on different periods - Help your students achieve their potential at GCSE with
revision tips and practice questions geared towards the changed assessment model, plus useful advice to aid exam preparation - Confidently navigate the new AQA specification using the expert insight of experienced authors and teachers with examining experience
Exam board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018 Target success in AQA GCSE (9-1) History with this proven formula for effective, structured revision. Key content coverage is combined with exam-style questions, revision tasks and
practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can: br” Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic plannerbrbr” Enjoy an interactive approach to
revision, with clear topic summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content into contextbrbr” Build, practise and enhance exam skills by progressing through revision tasks and Test Yourself activitiesbrbr” Improve exam technique through exam-style
questions and sample answers with commentary from expert authors and teachersbrbr” Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the activities available onlinebrbrBThis revision guide covers the following options:/BbrBbrPeriod studies/Bbr” America, 1840-1895: Expansion
and consolidationbr” Germany, 1890-1945: Democracy and dictatorshipbr” America, 1920-1973: Opportunity and inequalitybrbrBWider world depth studies/Bbr” Conflict and tension, 1894-1918
This Britain: Migration, Empires and the People c790-Present Day Revision Guide is part of the popular Oxford AQA GCSE 9-1 History series. Written by our original author team to match the new AQA 9-1 GCSE specification, this guide covers exactly what your students require to succeed
in the Paper 2 Migration Thematic Study exams. - Recap key events with clear visual diagrams and brief points - Apply knowledge with targeted revision activities that tests basic comprehension, then apply understanding towards exam-style questions - Review and track revision with
progress checklists, suggested activity answers and Exam Practice sections - Step-by-step exam guidance based on the popular 'How to...' student book feature - Examiner Tip features most up-to-date expert advice and identifies common exam mistakes - Boost student confidence on all
AQA GCSE Migration question types with revision activities such Source analysis and Significance Perfect for use alongside the Student Book or as a stand-alone resource for independent revision. This revision guide helps your students Recap, Apply, and Review their way towards exam
success.
My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: The American Dream: Reality and Illusion, 1945-1980
Coursemate for AQA C GCSE Geography
Achieving a in Gcse Aqa English Specif
A/AS Level English Language for AQA Student Book
AQA GCSE Modern World History Revision Guide 2nd Edition
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Geography First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2018 Reinforce students' geographical understanding throughout their course; clear topic summaries with sample questions and answers help students improve their exam technique and achieve their best. Written by a teacher with extensive examining
experience, this guide: - Helps students identify what they need to know with a concise summary of the topics examined at AS and A-level - Consolidates understanding through assessment tips and knowledge-check questions - Offers opportunities for students to improve their exam technique by consulting sample graded answers to exam-style questions Develops independent learning and research skills - Provides the content students need to produce their own revision notes
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers The Making of a Superpower: USA, 1865-1975 Breadth component. Completely matched to the new AQA specification, this full-colour Student Book
provides valuable background information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and historical themes.
Target success in AQA AS/A-level Geography with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful
revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate subject knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage - Test understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers - Enhance exam responses using relevant case studies for each topic - Improve exam technique through
practice questions, expert tips and examples of typical mistakes to avoid
This The Cold War 1945-1991 Revision Guide Kindle Edition is part of the bestselling Oxford AQA History for A Level series developed by Sally Waller. Written to match the new AQA specification, this series helps you deepen your historical knowledge and develop vital analytical and evaluation skills. This revision guide offers the clearly structured revision
approach of Recap, Apply, and Review to prepare you for exam success. Step-by-step exam practice strategies for all AQA question types are provided (including Source Analysis and essays linked to Key Concepts), as well as well-researched, targeted guidance based on what we now know from the new AQA examiner's reports on The Cold War. Our original
author team is back, offering expert advice, AS and A Level exam-style questions and Examiner Tips. Contents checklists help monitor revision progress; example student answers and suggested activity answers help you review your own work. This guide is perfect for use alongside the Student Books or as a stand-alone resource for independent revision.
My Revision Notes AQA GCSE Schools History Project
My Revision Notes: AQA GCSE (9-1) History, Second edition
Modern World History for AQA Specification B.
Oxford AQA History for A Level: The Cold War 1945-1991 Revision Guide
AQA A-level Sociology Student Guide 4: Beliefs in society
A revision guide for the AQA English specification aimed at the more advanced student looking to boost his/her grade to A*. As well as the normal revision material, it explores advanced skills and techniques necessary to reach the very top.
Teacher Handbook is written specifically to match the new 2016 AQA GCSE History specification, and is developed by an experienced head of history and an author with senior examining experience. This handbook covers all 16 options, and offers professional, practical support
filled with subject knowledge, classroom ideas, plus exam support.
A revision guide, covering the core material for AQA English Specification A. It contains what that a student needs to pass the exam. It includes thematic treatment of the Anthology material and also a thorough guide on how to answer exam questions.
Why do I need a teacher when I’ve got Google? is just one of the challenging, controversial and thought-provoking questions Ian Gilbert poses in this urgent and invigorating book. Questioning the unquestionable, this fully updated new edition will make you re-consider
everything you thought you knew about teaching and learning, such as: • Are you simply preparing the next generation of unemployed accountants? • What do you do for the ‘sweetcorn kids’ who come out of the education system in pretty much the same state as when they went
in? • What’s the real point of school? • Exams – So whose bright idea was that? • Why ‘EQ’ is fast becoming the new ‘IQ’. • What will your school policy be on brain-enhancing technologies? • Which is the odd one out between a hamster and a caravan? With his customary
combination of hard-hitting truths, practical classroom ideas and irreverent sense of humour, Ian Gilbert takes the reader on a breathless rollercoaster ride through burning issues of the twenty-first century, considering everything from the threats facing the world and
the challenge of the BRIC economies to the link between eugenics and the 11+. As wide-ranging and exhaustively-researched as it is entertaining and accessible, this book is designed to challenge teachers and inform them – as well as encourage them – as they strive to
design a twenty-first century learning experience that really does bring the best out of all young people. After all, the future of the world may just depend on it
Why Do I Need a Teacher When I've got Google?
AQA GCSE History: Understanding the Modern World
AS and A-level Year 1
For Specification A
My Revision Notes: AQA GCSE (9–1) History: Migration, empires and the people: c790 to the present day
Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam preparation activities and exam-style questions to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Enables students to plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage, organised into easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages active revision by closely combining historical content with related activities - Helps students build, practise and enhance their exam skills as they progress through activities set at three different levels - Improves exam technique through exam-style questions with sample answers
and commentary from expert authors and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a useful glossary and timeline
Target success in AQA GCSE Citizenship Studies with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Enables students to plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage, organised into easy-to-revise chunks - Improves exam technique through exam-style questions with sample answers and expert tips
This series is targeted at AQA Modern World History specification B. It provides all the information students will need for paper one and paper two, with exam-style questions to help them prepare for the exam proper. Differentiated resources in Core and Foundation editions mean the series can be used with all students, whatever their individual ability. This revision guide concentrates on improving
the students' grades by summarizing key issues and highlighting practical issues concerning exam performance.
Target success in AQA GCSE (9-1) History with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style questions, revision tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using
the topic-by-topic planner - Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content into context - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by progressing through revision tasks and Test Yourself activities - Improve exam technique through exam-style questions and sample answers with commentary from expert
authors and teachers - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the activities available online This title covers the following options: Period studies - Germany, 1890-1945: Democracy and dictatorship - America, 1920-1973: Opportunity and inequality Wider world depth studies - Conflict and tension, 1918-1939 - Conflict and tension between East and West, 1945-1972 - Conflict and
tension in Asia, 1950-1975 Thematic studies - Britain: Health and the people: c1000 to the present day - Britain: Power and the people: c1170 to the present day British depth studies - Norman England, c1066-c1100 - Elizabethan England, c1568-1603
The essential guide to the big issues for every teacher
My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: Tsarist and Communist Russia, 1855-1964
My Revision Notes AQA GCSE Schools History Project 2nd Edition
AQA A-level Geography Student Guide 1: Physical Geography
Core
Matching the AQA/A specification, this text aims to help students develop the skills needed for the AQA/A GCSE English exam. It includes exam practice questions with guidance on how to answer them.
This Conflict and Tension between East and West 19451972 Revision Guide Kindle edition is part of the popular Oxford AQA GCSE History (9-1) series. Written by our original author team to match the new AQA specification, this guide covers exactly what your students require to succeed in the Paper 1 Conflict and Tension between East and West Wider World Depth
Study exams. - Recap key events of the Cold War with clear visual diagrams and brief points - Apply knowledge with targeted revision activities that tests basic comprehension, then apply understanding towards exam-style questions - Review and track revision with progress checklists, suggested activity answers and Exam Practice sections - Step-by-step exam
guidance based on the popular 'How to' student book feature - Examiner Tip features most up-to-date expert advice and identifies common exam mistakes - Boost student confidence on all AQA GCSE Conflict and Tension question types with revision activities such as Source Analysis and How Far Do You Agree - Perfect for use alongside the Student Book and
Kerboodle, or as a stand-alone resource for independent revision. This revision guide helps your students Recap, Apply, and Review their way towards exam success.
Exam board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018 Target success in AQA GCSE (9-1) History with this proven formula for effective, structured revision. Key content coverage is combined with exam-style questions, revision tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review,
strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content into context - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by
progressing through revision tasks and Test Yourself activities - Improve exam technique through exam-style questions and sample answers with commentary from expert authors and teachers - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the activities available online This revision guide covers the thematic study 'Britain: Migration, empires and the
people: c790 to the present day' (Paper 2, option AC).
Reinforce understanding throughout the course with clear topic summaries and sample questions and answers to help students target higher grades. Written by experienced teacher and subject experts David Redfern and Catherine Owen, this Student Guide is divided into two key sections - content guidance, and sample questions and answers. Content guidance will: Develop understanding of key concepts and terminology in key physical geography topics water and carbon cycles, hot desert systems and landscapes, glacial systems and landscapes, and hazards. - Consolidate knowledge with 'knowledge check questions' at the end of each topic and answers in the back of the book. Sample questions and answers will: - Build
understanding of the different question types, so that students can approach each question with confidence. - Enable students to target top grades in their exam paper with sample answers and commentary explaining exactly why marks have been awarded.
AQA GCSE History: Migration, Empires and the People
AQA A-level Geography Student Guide 3: Hazards; Population and the Environment
My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: The making of a Superpower: USA 1865-1975
My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level Geography
Target success with our proven formula for revision

Unlock your full potential with this revision guide which focuses on the key content and skills you need to know for AQA GCSE Schools History Project. Written by experienced teachers, this series closely combines the content of AQA GCSE Schools History Project with
revision activities and advice on exam technique. Each section has a model answer with exam tips for you to analyse and better understand what is required in the exam. - Makes revision manageable by condensing topics into easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages active revision
by closely combining content with a variety of different activities - Helps improve exam technique through tailor-made activities and plenty of guidance on how to answer questions - Includes access to quick quizzes at www.hodderplus.co.uk/myrevisionnotes
Unlock your full potential with this revision guide which focuses on the key content and skills you need to succeed in AQA GCSE Modern World History. How this revision guide helps you: - It condenses each topic into easy-to-revise chunks - There is a revision task for
each chunk of content to make sure you have understood and learnt the key information - Key term boxes help you learn the essential vocabulary - Exam Practice provides sample exam questions for each topic - and you can check your answers online - Exam tips explain how to
approach each kind of sample question and help you avoid the most common mistakes people make in their exams This second edition is for the revised specification for first examination in Summer 2015.
Exam board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018 Make AQA GCSE History more accessible, enjoyable and manageable. Based on his own experience of teaching the specification, renowned author Dale Banham knows how to cover
the content with the right pace and depth, while also equipping students with the knowledge and 'complex thinking' skills required for exam success. Using the latest research on memory and visible learning, this textbook will help to raise attainment for students of all
abilities. B” Engage students with accessible routes into challenging topics. /BThe text is broken down into bullet points and boxes, while stories about interesting people start each chapter, providing a memorable 'hook' for revisionbrbrB” Encourage students to take
responsibility for their learning. /BTasks are structured around five 'steps to success', teaching students how to Research, Summarise, Connect, Apply and Review the contentbrbrB” Make learning stick. /BTechniques such as interleaving, retrieval practice, dual coding and
spaced practice help students to remember everything and use their knowledge effectively in the examsbrbrB” Build top-grade skills. B” Cover the content in one term. /BA double-page spread for each lesson and a clear pathway through each unit focuses students on what they
really need to know, leaving one final term for revisionbrbrThe five-term plan is provided FREE online at hoddereducation.co.uk/engaging, along with editable resources that support the tasks in the textbooks and guidance on using homework effectively.
This student book is a foundation edition for the syllabus-specific texts for GCSE "Modern World History" for AQA, and provides simplified versions of the core textbooks. It is aimed at students who are expected to gain C to G grades.
Foundation
My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: The Cold War, c1945-1991
AQA A-level History: The Making of a Superpower: USA 1865-1975
My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: Revolution and dictatorship: Russia, 1917–1953
Access to History: America: Civil War and Westward Expansion 1803–90 Sixth Edition
The New Wider World Coursemate for AQA C GCSE Geography provides summaries of key content and key ideas to support AQA's 2001 Geography C specification.
AQA approved Enhance and expand your students' knowledge and understanding of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative, progressive skills development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key debates. - Builds students' understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative, wellresearched narrative that covers the specification content - Introduces the key concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence, encouraging students to make comparisons across time as they advance through the course - Improves students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing
clear guidance and practice activities - Boosts students' interpretative skills and interest in history through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant debates - Cements understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with overviews of the
key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that double up as handy revision aids The Making of a Superpower: USA 1865-1975 This title explores the era of reconstruction, the development of the US as an economic power, its role in international affairs, domestic issues and its emergence as a superpower. It
considers breadth issues of change, continuity, cause and consequence in this period through examining key questions on themes such as governance, economy, society, the role of the USA in world affairs, ideology and the impact of key individuals.
AQA Psychology for AS and A-level Year 1 is the definitive textbook for the new 2015 curriculum. Written by eminent psychologist Professor Michael Eysenck, in collaboration with a team of experienced A-level teachers and examiner, the book enables students not only to pass their exams with flying colours, but also to fully
engage with the science of psychology. As well as covering the six core topics students will study, the book includes: Activities which test concepts or hypotheses, bringing theory to life Key research studies explained and explored, showing the basis on which theory has developed Case studies which show how people’s lives
are affected by psychological phenomena Evaluation boxes which critically appraise key concepts and theories Self-assessment questions which encourage students to reflect on what they’ve learnt Section summaries to support the understanding of specific ideas – perfect for revision Exam hints which steer students
towards complete and balanced answers Key terms defined throughout so students aren’t confused by new language 200 figures, tables and photos End of chapter further reading to enable students to develop a deeper understanding End of chapter revision questions and sample exam papers to consolidate knowledge and
practice exam technique A full companion website with a range of further resources for both students and teachers, including revision aids and class materials Incorporating greater coverage of research methods, as well as key statistical techniques, the sixth edition of this well-loved textbook continues to be the perfect
introduction to psychology. Accessible yet rigorous, the book is the ideal textbook for students taking either the AS course or year 1 of the A-level.
Written by experienced author Joan Garrod, this Student Guide for Sociology: - Identifies the key content you need to know with a concise summary of topics examined in the A-level specifications - Enables you to measure your understanding with exam tips and knowledge check questions, with answers at the end of the
guide - Helps you to improve your exam technique with sample answers to exam-style questions - Develops your independent learning skills with content you can use for further study and research
A/AS Level History for AQA The Making of a Superpower: USA, 1865–1975 Student Book
Oxford AQA GCSE History (9-1): Britain: Migration, Empires and the People c790-Present Day Revision Guide
My Revision Notes: AQA GCSE (9-1) Citizenship Studies Second Edition
Engaging with AQA GCSE (9–1) History: Germany, 1890–1945: Democracy and dictatorship Period study
New GCSE History Complete Revision & Practice - For the Grade 9-1 Course (with Online Edition)
The revision guides contain exactly what students need to know for the AQA B exams, with exam-style questions, tips on common pitfalls and lots of sound advice.
My Revision Notes: AQA GCSE (9-1) History
Geography AQA
Oxford AQA GCSE History (9-1): Conflict and Tension between East and West 19451972 Revision Guide
Covering All 16 Options
AQA Psychology
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